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WE design the spots,
YOU connect the dots !
Our group believes the neighbours of Tanthof
know their neighbourhood better than we do.
We want to only design a TOOLBOX of interventions at 3 scales, and let the residents to
co-create their neighbourhood together. There
is not a specific route, but they will wander,
explore, meet up, and connect the dots themselves!
EXISTING SCENARIO
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A mundane standard route taken by an individual from home
to their destination. Which could be the grocery store, school
or even workplace.
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WE 		 design the spots
YOU connect the dots !

Design Challenge “Public Space as A Meeting Place” @Tanthof

image (above): map of Tanthof annotated with significant destinations and dot interventions
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Stops at intermediate locations are ideal for parading. Where
people from different walks of life can wander and meet one
another. The elements at these stops either provide an
environment to gather or an incentive to discuss, engage and
there by interact with their surroundings as well as the fellow
residents.
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A mundane standard route taken by an individual from home
to their destination. Which could be the grocery store, school
or even workplace.
PEDESTRIAN SPACES : Stops along pedestrian lanes as it
would ensure a safe environment for congregation.

PROPOSED SCENARIO
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FREQUENCY: Stops placed at almost every 100m for the
comfort of the elder, that need frequent resting stops on their
way.

INCENTIVE: Stops placed near existing utilities and services.
Such that people would be incentivised /intrigued to visit
these stops when seen from their daily route to the services.

images (above): //NIGHT// visualization of one of the “dots”
(public space) @square outside Jumbo

OPEN space for all !
3 Scales: S, M, L

JUNCTIONS: Stops at Pedestrian junctions as
these are regions most frequented and accessible by most residents.
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laid-back chill-space
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image (above, left): toolbox of designed interventions at 3 scales
image (above, right): possible collage method for co-creation workshops with neighbours in the future
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Stops at intermediate locations are ideal for parading. Where
people from different walks of life can wander and meet one
another. The elements at these stops either provide an
environment to gather or an incentive to discuss, engage and
there by interact with their surroundings as well as the fellow
residents.
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